gmbh, doctor, reise

The following additional provisions apply to the domain names that are registered through the various registries.

You agree to the Donuts Policies, located at http://www.donuts.domains/policies

doctor

Registrants (of the .DOCTOR Domain only), who hold themselves out to be licensed medical practitioners must be able to demonstrate to the Registrar and Registry, upon request, that they hold the applicable license.

gmbh

Registrants (of the .GMBH Domain only), upon request, must be able to confirm actual or pending status as a GmbH. This must be verified by the respective public authorities in Austria, Germany, Liechtenstein and Switzerland.

reise

Registrants agrees and acknowledges that every natural person, legal entity, organisation or public authority is entitled to register and use a domain under Dotreise top level domain, provided they are eligible Members of the Travel Business Community. Eligible members are:

a. tour operators
b. travel agencies
c. transport companies
d. hospitality industry
e. outgoing and incoming agencies
f. destination marketing agencies
g. destinations and public authorities
h. reference book publishers
i. travel information portals
j. booking software companies
k. governmental agencies and governments
l. travel associations
m. educational institutions and institutions and service providers of the tourism industry
19. Registrants agrees and acknowledges that the .reise TLD has both content and use restrictions in that:

a. Content restrictions: .REISE domain names must only be used for purposes solely dedicated to travel topics.

b. Use restrictions: The Registrant must use the .REISE domain name within six months after the initial registration, whereas “use” is defined in the .REISE registration policies.